
Cordless vacuum cleaner INSE S6P Pro Ref: 6975907030235
Bezšňůrový tyčový vysavač INSE S6P Pro

INSE S6P Cordless Stick Vacuum Cleaner
The  INSE  S6P  cordless  stick  vacuum  cleaner  offers  a  unique  combination  of  modernity  and  functionality,  perfect  for  maintaining
cleanliness  in  any  home.  With  its  cordless  design,  powerful  suction  power  of  23000Pa,  and  long  working  time of  up  to  45  minutes,  it
ensures exceptional  performance and user comfort.  This model also features a five-layer filtration system, which effectively separates
and traps dust particles, providing a healthier home environment. Additional LED lighting on the floor brush makes precise cleaning even
in hard-to-reach places easier, and a versatile set of accessories makes the INSE S6P ready for any challenge.
 
LED Illumination
The  INSE  S6P  vacuum  offers  an  innovative  floor  brush  with  LED  lighting,  which  is  a  significant  advantage  during  cleaning.  With  this
solution, users can easily spot and remove dirt from dark corners and under furniture, where daylight doesn't reach. This is particularly
useful when removing dust and hair, which often escape our attention, resulting in a higher level of cleanliness and user comfort.
 
Five-Layer Filtration System
The five-layer  filtration system in  the INSE S6P ensures exceptionally  thorough air  purification from dust  and allergens.  Each filtration
layer is designed to remove various types of pollutants, making the air emitted by the vacuum cleaner clean. This system is especially
important for allergy sufferers as it minimizes the risk of irritation and allergic reactions.
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2-in-1 Design
The INSE S6P stands out  with its  ability  to quickly transform from a stick vacuum to a handheld one.  This  feature makes the vacuum
extremely versatile, allowing for thorough cleaning not only of floors but also of furniture, stairs, and even car interiors. This flexibility
makes it an ideal tool for quick and effective cleaning in any conditions.
 
Energy Level Indicator
Equipping  the  vacuum  cleaner  with  an  energy  level  indicator  is  another  practical  feature  that  enables  efficient  management  of  the
device's  working  time.  Users  can  check  the  remaining  energy  level  at  any  time,  allowing  for  better  cleaning  planning  and preventing
unexpected device shutdowns.
 
Package Contents
Vacuum cleaner x 1
LED floor brush x 1
Bed brush x 1
2-in-1 cleaning brush x 1
Crevice tool x 1
Soft brush x 1
Hard brush x 1
Battery x 2
Telescopic tube x 1
Flexible tube x 1
HEPA filter x 1
Mesh filter x 1
Wall mount x 1
Charger x 1
Cleaning accessory x 1
 
  
    BrandINSE
    ModelS6P
    ColorBlue
    Working TimeUp to 45 minutes
    Number of Modes2
    Dust Tank Capacity1.2l
    Noise Level65dB
    Battery Capacity2500mAh
    Suction Power23000Pa
  

Price:

€ 214.00

Small appliances, Vertical vacuum cleaners
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